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Product Information - homeFloww® and officeFloww® 

The homeFloww and officeFloww  sets have been developed to support and maintain the natural 

energy of humans, animals and plants in homes and workplaces charged with non-ionising 

electromagnetic radiation (hereafter referred to as EMF radiation).  Floww Health Technology 

responds to radiation emitted from one or more sources of EMF radiation, such as mobile phones, 

DECT cordless phone, or UMTS masts. 

How do the homeFloww and officeFloww sets work? 

The home and officeFloww sets were developed in accordance with the principle of resonance.  

Each set consists of a circuit of electronic components which respond to the surrounding EMF 

radiation and convert it into natural body frequencies.  The balanced interaction of the different 

parts of the set create a subtle but distinct field which is ‘fed’ by the EMF radiation sources.  This 

field which we call  a Floww Field serves to offset possible harmful radiation. 

Range 

In principle, the homeFloww set has a range of at least 1,000 m3.  For large buildings (offices and 

schools) the more powerful officeFloww set is used. This has a range of at least  3,000 m3.  These 

ranges may be reduced if the surrounding radiation is very strong. 

Contents of the homeFloww or officeFloww set 

bioFloww - a wooden pyramid with a 56cm stainless steel antenna with (yellow) brass top.  This deals with high frequency 

airborne radiation such as that emitted by UMTS or GSM towers, computer screens and wireless networks. 

geoFloww - a wooden pyramid with a 65cm stainless steel antenna with a (red) copper top.  This deals mainly with geopathic 

radiation from the Earth. 

heatingFloww - a 10 cm long stainless steel antenna which attaches to the heating network.  This uses the central heating 

system to help create a Floww Field throughout the surrounding space by its interference with the other components of the 

set. 

electroFloww - a 15 cm long stainless steel antenna.  This product is attached to the electricity grid and uses the electrical 

system to help create a Floww Field throughout the surrounding space by its interference with the other components of the 

set. 

aquaFloww - a 20 cm long stainless steel antenna attaches to the water supply and uses the  water supply system help create 

a Floww Field throughout the surrounding space by its interference with the other components of the set. 

Can EMF radiation influence our health? 

The human body can experience disturbances in EMF radiation loaded environments, when the EMF radiation originates 

from, amongst other sources, wireless internet, transmitters for mobile phones, wireless telephones (DECT) and wireless 

routers.  EMF radiation can be absorbed by the body, which can subsequently affect  health and wellbeing. 

For information about medical complaints which can be a result of EMF radiation see the warning from German doctors and 

professors, who have noticed a connection between electromagnetic EMF radiation and a number of medical complaints, 

such as headaches, fatigue and problems with concentration (source: Freiburger Appeal 09-10-2002).  For more information 

and scientific research regarding EMF radiation and health contact Bio Circuitry. 

Use of the home or officeFloww with other Floww products 

The home or officeFloww can be used on their own or in conjunction with the personalFloww 

and mobileFloww products 

Disclaimer 

Floww Health Technology products are not medical devices. You should always consult your doctor if you have a medical complaint. Only 

use Floww products as advised by your doctor or therapist or as instructed on the instructions for use.  
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Instructions for use - homeFloww® and officeFloww® 

Installation of the homeFloww or officeFloww set 

Step 1 Place the bioFloww on the floor of the highest room in your home 

or office. (See image 1a) 

 

Step 2 Place the geoFloww on the floor of the lowest room in your home 

or office. (See diagram 1a) 

NOTE:  When viewed from above, the geoFloww and bioFloww need to 

be positioned diagonally opposite one another.  To enable optimal 

mutual reception (interference), the Floww logos on the wooden base 

should be facing each other. (See diagram 1b) 

NOTE:  If you live or work in an apartment, the geoFloww and the 

bioFloww should both be placed on the floor.  Again, they need to be 

diagonally opposite one another, with the Floww logos on the pyramids 

facing each other. (See diagram 1b) 

NOTE:  Make sure you place the geoFloww and the bioFloww in a dry 

place and ensure they are not exposed to wide fluctuations in 

temperature. 

 

Step 3   Attach the remaining three devices using the cable ties supplied. Pull each tie wrap tight around one of 

the caps at the end of the device so the Floww device is securely attached to the pipe. 

a.  Attach the aquaFloww to the water supply system (see diagrams 2a and 2b).  

Position the aquaFloww on the incoming water supply pipe 

between the water main and the water meter ensuring the Floww 

logo is running in the direction of the water flow (see diagram 2a). 

NOTE:  If the incoming water supply pipe leading to the water meter 

is shorter than the aquaFloww then wrap the second tie-wrap 

around the stainless steel antenna instead of around the cap (see 

diagram 2b). 
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b. Attach the heatingFloww to the central heating system (see diagram 3).  

Position the heatingFloww on any radiator, on the central 

heating pipe or under the heating switch ensuring the Floww 

logo is running in the direction of the water flow. 

NOTE:  If you have an underfloor or hot air heating system  

attach the heatingFloww to the vent pipe that leads from the 

central heating boiler.  If you have a gas heater attach the 

heatingFloww anywhere on the gas pipe.  Ensure the Floww logo 

runs in the direction of the water flow. 

NOTE:  If you do not have any form of central heating or have electric heating then attach the heatingFloww to 

the aerial of the geoFloww pyramid. 

 

c. Attach the electroFloww to the electrical system (see diagram 4)  

Position the electroFloww on the incoming electric cable between the electric 

grid and the electricity meter ensuring the Floww logo runs in the direction of 

the current. 

 

Possible withdrawal symptoms 

During the first week of use of your homeFloww or officeFloww it is possible 

you may experience mild withdrawal symptoms which can include mild 

headache or nausea.  We believe this is because the body is no longer being 

exposed to the distorted frequencies it has become accustomed to.  If these 

symptoms persist for more than a week please contact Bio Circuitry in Australia.  

When you first start using Floww ® Health Technology products make sure you drink sufficient water.  The 

recommended amount for adults is at least 1.5 litres per day. Children over 12 

years of age should drink at least 1 litre per day and children under 12 years of 

age half a litre per day.   

Disclaimer 

Floww Health Technology products are not medical devices.  You should always consult your doctor 

if you have a medical complaint.  Only use Floww products as advised by your doctor or therapist or 

as instructed on the instructions for use. 
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